EUPEA 28th Forum Manchester England 9-12th November 2017

Summary by Irish Primary PE Association representatives Liam Clohessy and Susan Marron

With the support of Dublin West Education Centre the Irish Primary Physical Education Association
had two representative at the most recent meeting of the European Physical Education Association
9th-12th Nov 2017.
Thursday 9th November 2017
Executive Committee Meeting of EUPEA was followed by the Board Meeting of EUPEA Part 1 which
was in attendance by Susan Marron Board Member. The meeting focussed on final planning for the
documents for the AGM which would be attended by EUPEA members. The meeting summarised the
status of the Erasmus + projects in which EUPEA are participants. It conformed dates for future
meetings.
Friday 10th November 2017 North West Counties Physical Education Conference
On Friday the 10th of November we attended the North Western Counties PE Association conference
at Armitage Sports Centre. Over 100 primary and secondary teachers attended along with the
European Delegation. The conference was opened with a keynote by Jamie Andrew OBE. Jamie
suffered an accident mountaineering which resulted in both his arms and legs being amputated. He
recounted the inspirational story of his recovery and how he learnt walk, run and mountaineer again
before completing several marathons and remarkably climbing mountains again.
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Following the keynote there were four breakout conference workshop sessions.
High Quality Physical Education for every Young People. An achievable goal or an unrealistic dream?
(Primary PE)
Susan attended this workshop which explored Creating and writing a PE vision. It highlighted how
children, parents and teachers should be aware of it and to keep the vision simple and memorable
as well as highlighting it visually in the school. The Class/PE teacher is a key role model to children in
achieving the vision. Physical, social, and affective outcomes through a physically active PE lessons
were emphasised. Susan plans to deliver and IPPEA/ EUPEA Central Europe workshop based on this
in the spring 2018.
Inclusion in PE
Susan also attended this workshop which explored the STEP model (Space, Tasks, Equipment,
People) was explored in a practical workshop. More information here:
https://activekids.sainsburys.co.uk/parents-community/more-about-active-kids/active-kids-for-all
Creative Dance for primary school
Liam attended this session which outlined how the vocabulary and ingredients of dance could be
promoted within primary classes.
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Using questioning as a key scaffold, we were empowered to use this vocabulary as a stimulus for
individual, group and whole class superhero dances. The result was a really enjoyable and engaging
learning experience that I look forward to sharing with IPPEA members and my own class in the future.

Technology in Physical Education
Liam and Susan both attended a workshop on the use of technology in PE classes. Using a movable
and adjustable PROWISE smart TV a demonstration was provided on how heart rate monitors are used
to motivate pupils in SEN settings. Examples of the use of accompanying iPads as a form of summative
assessment through quizzes were also provided. Whilst there are benefits to using technology, the
applications provided in this workshop appeared to be removed from the context facing most Irish
primary teachers. It is undoubtedly an area that will come more into focus as time passes.
Circus Skills
The final workshop Liam attended was on Circus skills and their impact on learning physical literacy
across the curriculum. Delivered by members of a local circus school I was provided with an
introduction to a variety of enjoyable (and challenging!) activities which could be used in primary
school settings. Balance was a core theme in our initial activities. First we practised balancing peacock
feathers using our fingers, chin and even noses!
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The key is to keep your eye on the top the object! We graduated to short sticks before adding spinning
plates to the equation.

Following these scarves were used as a way of introducing juggling as they fall slower than balls. Using
the cascade model we progressed from 1 to 2 to 3 scarves before attempting (with limited success in
my case!) to juggle with balls.
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We also got a brief demonstration to diablos and unicycles.

The workshop providers emphasised how all of these activities provided a safe environment for pupils
to understand how failure is not always negative and that it should be seen as learning experience.
Circus skills are considered to enable children to feel good about themselves through challenging and
positive achievement. Circle skills appear to becoming more popular in English schools and have been
particularly well received by classes with pupils who have special educational needs.
The conference was closed with a keynote speech by Ali Oliver, Chief Executive of the Youth Sport
Trust. She championed the importance of all teachers advocating for physical education to support
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young people’s wellbeing. She emphasised the importance of focussing on more than just motor skills
in our PE lessons, highlighting how emotional and social wellbeing should be explicitly planned for.
Her strong message certainly resonates with the Irish school context particularly in light of the ongoing
NCCA curriculum review.

Following the NWCPEA conference the EUPEA delegation were invited to a Manchester Town Hall
Civic Reception.

Saturday November 10th 2017
On Saturday we attended the EUPEA forum meeting. During this meeting updates were provided
from many of the 20 associations who are members of EUPEA. Reports were also provided on the
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advocacy, research and projects undertaken by EUPEA over the past three years. EUPEA is particularly
involved in a wide range of research projects which are used as evidence to lobby policy makers for
further support of physical education. A particularly interesting project is the Active Voice initiative
which supports associations and organisations to maximise their potential advocacy influence.

The IPPEA is supportive of these research and advocacy projects but also suggested at the meeting
that further projects must be undertaken to ensure this valuable research is translated into practice
for our members and teachers across Europe. Work is being undertaken to examine opportunities.
We look forward to seeing some of these ideas come to fruition in the not too distant future. At the
end of the meeting elections for positions on the EUPEA board took place. Congratulations to Susan
Marron from the IPPEA was elected as vice representative for Central Europe.
Following the meeting the group was brought for a guided tour of Manchester City’s stadium the
Etihad.
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Sunday 12th November 2017
This was a planning meeting for EUPEA action plan 2017-2020 were defined to work on Erasmus +
current projects and new projects were presented. Subgroup meetings were held including a
Regional Rep meetings.
Susan Marron is planning an application for a Strategic Partnership Erasmus + K2 for submission
March 2018. The project will be based on attracting EUPEA teachers through their national
organisations to participate in a professional development EUPEA initiative. The planning is at the
early stages but Susan Marron on behalf of the IPPEA will be a key driver in this initiative with Claude
Scheuer the University of Luxembourg.
EUPEA Regional Plan -Sub Meeting Outcome
Central Europe Representatives: Elinor Steel| Vice Representative: Susan Marron
Objectives:





January/February 2018 Seek information to inform Newsletter to feed to EUPEA in advance
of the Florence meeting the end of February. (Content: matters related to PE in your
organisation/country.) Reps send this to Bruno for Ruedi.
Scotland and Ireland to pilot a primary PE teacher online twinning project and report
outcome with a view to extending the initiative.
Proposal for the next IPPEA meeting to extend an Invitation to be sent by Susan to Central
Europe members to attend IPPEA conference Feb 2017. Those attending pay their expenses
and conference fee.
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